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Judgments that exclude are judgments that Express a General rule that has exceptions, which are
indicated in the judgment.
Viklyuchayuchimi there are such judgments: "Interrogation accused not can produced in the
nighttime time, except cases, when deal not undergoes a delay"; "All species transportation, except
nautical, regulated imperative norms" and the like. An indication in a judgment that it is exclusive is
obtained by such words as "except, ""except, ""if not taken into account," etc
Judgments are classified by quantity and quality:
1. Taglinator judgment is a judgment on the overall number and quality in the affirmative. For
example :" all students pass exams"; "all contracts are agreements". The formula of the General
affirming judgment: all s are p.
Zagalnostverdni judgments taken to denote the letter A (the first letter of the Latin word affizmoassert).
2 Zagalnozaperechni judgments-this judgment on the number of common, and on the quality of
negative. For example: "no phenomenon exists in isolation from other phenomena." Formula
obschezaperochnogo judgments: none of s not is R. Obscheosporimye judgments denote letter E
(the first vowel Latin words pedo -- deny).
3. Partial judgments are partial judgments in quantity and affirmative judgments in quality. For
example: "Some students are excellent students"; " Some crimes are committed by negligence." The
formula of partial judgment: Some S are P. - term paper writing help
These judgments are affected by the letter And (the second loud Latin word affizmo).
4. Partial judgments are partial judgments in quantity and negative judgments in quality. For
example:
"Some property relations are not regulated by civil law." Partial judgment formula: some s are not p.
These judgments are affected by the letter O (the second loud Latin word pedo).
Distribution of terms in judgments
As noted earlier, the subject and predicate of a judgment are called terms. Every term in the
judgment is distributed or not distributed. Knowledge of the rules of distribution of terms in
judgments is necessary in the analysis of conclusions.
1. If the judgment term is completely included in the scope of another term or completely excluded
from it, then it is distributed - https://www.livepaperhelp.com/pay-for-essay.html
2. If the term of judgment is partially included in the scope of another term or partially excluded
from it, it is distributed.
When the term is distributed, the judgment speaks of all subjects, of the whole class. If the term in
the judgment is not distributed, it means that in the judgment it is not about all, but only about some
objects of the class expressed by this term, about some part of this class.
There are the following rules of distribution of terms in judgments:
1. (a) in posterior judgments in which the volume of the term S is fully included in the volume of P
(Fig. 14), s is distributed and P is not distributed.
Consider this rule in this example :" all metals are conductors of electricity" ("All S is P"). Since the
volume of the subject of this judgment (the concept of "metal") is completely included in the
volume of the predicate (the concept of "conductor of electricity"), then S is distributed, and P is not
distributed. In this judgment we are talking about all metals, but not all conductors of electricity.

